Microbial community samples can be efficiently surveyed in high throughput by sequencing markers such as the 16S ribosomal RNA gene. Often, a collection of samples is then selected for subsequent metagenomic, metabolomic or other follow-up. Two-stage study design has long been used in ecology but has not yet been studied in-depth for high-throughput microbial community investigations. To avoid ad hoc sample selection, we developed and validated several purposive sample selection methods for two-stage studies (that is, biological criteria) targeting differing types of microbial communities. These methods select follow-up samples from large community surveys, with criteria including samples typical of the initially surveyed population, targeting specific microbial clades or rare species, maximizing diversity, representing extreme or deviant communities, or identifying communities distinct or discriminating among environment or host phenotypes. The accuracies of each sampling technique and their influences on the characteristics of the resulting selected microbial community were evaluated using both simulated and experimental data. Specifically, all criteria were able to identify samples whose properties were accurately retained in 318 paired 16S amplicon and whole-community metagenomic (follow-up) samples from the Human Microbiome Project. Some selection criteria resulted in follow-up samples that were strongly non-representative of the original survey population; diversity maximization particularly undersampled community configurations. Only selection of intentionally representative samples minimized differences in the selected sample set from the original microbial survey. An implementation is provided as the microPITA (Microbiomes: Picking Interesting Taxa for Analysis) software for two-stage study design of microbial communities.
Introduction
It is now possible to survey hundreds of microbial community samples cost-effectively using multiplexed high-throughput sequencing (Qin et al., 2010 , Yatsunenko et al., 2012 , The Human Microbiome Project Consortium 2012b . Such approaches typically target amplicons from taxonomic markers such as the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene (Pace et al., 1986 , Bartram et al., 2011 , Werner et al., 2012 . Multiplexing provides up to tens of thousands of reads per sample using Roche 454 or, increasingly, Illumina technologies currently achieve total costs well below $100 per sample (Bartram et al., 2011 , Werner et al., 2012 . Marker gene sequencing only identifies which organisms are present in a community, however, and provides only indirect insight into their metagenomic potential or biological activities such as transcription or metabolism. These are instead assayed by, for example, shotgun sequencing or metabolomics, which are much more costly and thus practical to apply only to a subset of available samples. This has led to a proliferation of tiered or two-stage study designs for microbial communities, in which a subset of 16S rRNA gene surveys from a large population is selected for follow-up in a targeted manner (Mackelprang et al., 2011 , Yatsunenko et al., 2012 The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012b) .
Two-stage studies are often used in ecological research to control the costs of large monitoring projects (Olsen et al., 1999) , to adaptively sample for rare species (Brown et al., 2008) or to sample from environments with the goal of comprehensive sampling taking into account multidimensional environmental descriptions (Danz et al., 2005) . Here, we develop and evaluate several methodologies to select microbial communities with specific characteristics or biological criteria (that is, purposive sampling) for follow-up based on 16S rRNA gene sequencing (hereafter abbreviated 16S). As two-stage sample selection in metagenomic studies has been either ad hoc or limited to criteria such as maximum ecological diversity (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012b; Yatsunenko et al., 2012) , these methods can be used in two-stage study designs with the goal of reducing experimental costs, often dramatically. The Human Microbiome Project (HMP), for example, contained over 5000 16S-sequenced samples (by Roche 454), only B700 of which were selected for Illumina shotgun metagenomic sequencing. At the sequencing depths used by the HMP, these two sample sets represent roughly equal experimental costs despite a 10-fold difference in size, with follow-up samples chosen primarily by experts based on prior biological knowledge. Of the 531 Illumina 16S samples in Yatsunenko et al., a subset of only 110 samples were assessed metagenomically by 454 pyrosequencing, with no specific selection criteria stated. These microbial community studies and others (Claesson et al., 2012 , Yang et al., 2012 have all used twostage designs without quantitative criteria for sample selection, emphasizing a need to formalize and validate such a process to prevent disparities between whole-population and follow-up microbiome sample sets.
The microbial community characteristics that may be of interest in any particular investigation are highly dependent on its research goals. We thus determined the effects of four unsupervised selection methodologies for purposive sampling: maximum ecological diversity, representative dissimilarity, most dissimilarity, and targeting specific taxa or clades. Maximum diversity selection targets biodiversity hotspots of microbial communities with the highest within-sample a-diversity (Hamady and Knight, 2009) . Representative (least biased) and extreme sample dissimilarity instead assesses between-sample b-diversity; the former then chooses representative samples evenly tiled throughout the available sample space, while the latter identifies deviant or extreme samples mutually furthest from each other and from any neighbors. Respectively, this selects a community typical of the original survey, or selects samples with the most different communities found in the survey. Selection targeting a taxon (or clade) of interest can include either samples with the greatest abundance of that taxa or samples where the taxa is of greatest rank abundance, which differ subtly in their biological goals.
Many study designs include samples labeled or stratified into separate microbial populations, for example, 'case' and 'control' or other discrete phenotypes that can be taken into account during selection.
Selection of samples with microbes that may classify microbial communities based on a host phenotype or environmental variable can be performed with two additional supervised sampling methods. These complementary techniques identify samples either minimally distinctive or maximally discriminative among environments or host phenotypes. The former identifies microbial communities that separate two or more phenotypes of interest with either the smallest (discriminative) or largest (distinctive) changes in microbial community structure. Although other selection methods (a-diversity, b-diversity and taxon targeting methods) are unsupervised and do not directly use sample labels, they can all also be optionally applied within multiple groups stratified by phenotype labels.
We evaluated these six microbial community selection methods in three ways. First, and most simply, their reproducibility and accuracy in synthetic microbiomes proved to be uniformly high. Second, selection bias in biological samples relative to the initial microbial community survey varied dramatically among methods. Targeting specific taxa of course biased toward those clades, but commonly selected microbial communities exhibited over-and under-sampling of many other clades because of the initial 16S survey's community structure. Maximizing diversity tended to most strongly bias the resulting communities away from a typical subset of the population, and only intentionally representative selection criteria avoided biases. Finally, 318 paired 16S and metagenomic samples from the HMP were assessed using all methods to ensure the community characteristics of 16S survey selections (diversity, abundance of specific taxa, and so on) were indeed preserved in 'follow-up' metagenomic assays. All analysis and evaluation methods are implemented as the open source microPITA (Microbiomes: Picking Interesting Taxa for Analysis) software, available for download and for online use through Galaxy (Blankenberg et al., 2001) at http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/micropita.
Materials and methods

Synthetic microbial communities
The synthetic operational taxonomic units table used to evaluate selection methods (Supplementary Table 1 ) consisted in each instance of 48 samples with 224 taxa. Sixteen samples simulated low variance, highly complex communities by setting 25% of taxa to a 'read' count of 50. Fourteen samples were designed to simulate moderate dissimilarity among themselves, with non-overlapping communities of 16 taxa each set to abundance counts of 50. Fourteen samples exhibited high dissimilarity among themselves with a twofold increase in abundance over other sample classes (8 features with counts of 100 each). These high dissimilarity samples contained taxa in blocks that overlap with a block of the moderately dissimilar samples to produce samples with consistent but more extreme variation. To simulate rare community members, four samples contained exclusively three separate taxa, each with abundance counts of 50. Each of these taxa was also contained in three moderately dissimilar samples and in one highly dissimilar sample but in none of the samples simulating high ecological diversity. Supervised labels were defined based on the left-and rightmost extremes of the resulting first ordination component (see Figure 3) .
When evaluating selection methods with noise, 10 separate data sets following the pattern in Supplementary Table 1, and additional noise was simulated by randomly shuffling 5% of synthetic read counts randomly among the different taxa of each sample. An additional 10 data sets were generated by randomly shuffling 10% of the synthetic reads.
16S and metagenomic HMP data
A total of 5516 16S samples from the HMP that were profiled using mothur (Schloss et al., 2009) were downloaded from http://hmpdacc.org/HMMCP and 682 MetaPhlAn metagenomic profiles downloaded from http://hmpdacc.org/ HMSMCP. Our analysis used the high-quality 97% operational taxonomic units, which were summarized at the genus level when necessary for comparison among data sets. These comprise samples collected by the HMP (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012a) from the seven paired body sites: stool, anterior nares, posterior fornix, bilateral retroauriculuar crease, supragingival plaque, buccal mucosa and tongue dorsum. Briefly, 16S rRNA gene samples were pyrosequenced (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Indianapolis, IN, USA) using the V3-5 hypervariable region targeting at least 3000 reads per sample. Whole-community shotgun sequencing was performed using the Illumina GAIIx platform at a depth of approximately 5 billion-nucleotides total sequence per sample (Illumina, Inc, San Diego, CA, USA), from which human reads were depleted in silico. 16S and metagenomic sample pairing was performed by matching on the dbGaP project 'Parent_Specimen' Parent Sample ID for first visits only, resulting in a total of 318 quality-controlled paired samples used here. Specific data files used in this publication (both synthetic and biological) are available online at http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/micropita.
Unsupervised sample selection methods
Unsupervised methods include the following: maximum diversity, most representative, most dissimilar and microbe-driven targeted feature selection. Maximum diversity selection occurs by ranking all samples in decreasing order by the inverse Simpson a-diversity index (Simpson, 1949) . Representative selection identifies samples from a pairwise symmetric Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix, using k-medoids clustering to tile dissimilarity space into clusters of which the samples nearest each centroid are selected. K-medoid clustering was used as implemented in Machine Learning Python (MLPY) 2.2.0 (Albanese et al., 2012) with the number of clusters set to the number of samples to select. Dissimilar selection occurs by building a sample dissimilarity matrix using the additive inverse of Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, followed by agglomerative hierarchical clustering (again from MLPY) to build a dendrogram of sample relationships; the n most terminal nodes are then reported. Microbe-driven feature targeting is determined either by the top ranked samples based on the average abundance of targeted microbes, or on the rank order of targeted microbes within each sample. All methods, both unsupervised and supervised, are applied on count data normalized to proportional relative abundances. Clades were normalized by dividing their sequence count by the total counts of all reads in the sample. This standard normalization allows samples with different read depths to be compared. Other a-and b-diversity measures can be specified by the user for any of these ranking criteria.
Supervised sample selection methods Two supervised methods were developed for labeled samples, discriminant and distinct. Discriminant selection identifies samples most similar to each other but still classified as different phenotypes. Distinct selection targets samples very different from all samples in other phenotypes or labels. Given a phenotypically labeled sample, Bray-Curtis dissimilarities are calculated from the average sample (centroid) of all other class. The samples in which the sum of these averages is smallest are selected in ascending order for discriminant samples; the largest sums are selected in decreasing order as distinct samples.
In supervised selection from the HMP, all posterior fornix examples used two classes with vaginal pH above or below 4.0. Stool samples used two classes with body mass index above or below 30 kg m -2 and body sites were classified when compared (for example, plaque versus mucosa).
Results
Validation of six biologically motivated criteria for purposive sample selection in two-stage study designs for microbial communities To illustrate and validate the six criteria for microbial community selection used in microPITA, several synthetic communities were generated. Each data set comprised 48 samples, in total containing 224 synthetic taxa (counts). Among these samples, one group was constructed to exhibit high ecological diversity (15 samples), two groups were given differential abundance in blocks of 16 or 8 taxa to induce dissimilarity among themselves (14 samples each, the smaller block with a higher average of read counts to exhibit more extreme dissimilarity), and one group exclusively containing a small set of rare taxa to be targeted by selection (eight samples, Supplementary Figure 1 , Supplementary Table 1 ). An example of one such resulting data set in which subsets of six samples each were selected by the four unsupervised criteria demonstrates the methods to be operating as expected (Figure 1a) .
To quantify these methods' reproducibility, 10 such synthetic communities were generated. Each community was produced by swapping 5% of a sample's counts with a random taxon in that sample (Figure 1b) . At this and increasing levels of noise ( Supplementary  Figure 2) , at most an average of 1.1 errors (over the 10 data sets) were encountered in selecting the samples expected for each criterion based on the data set's synthetic construction. At sufficiently high synthetic noise levels, all selection methods incurred at least one error, but rarely more; see Figures 1a and 3 . Overlap between the four unsupervised and two supervised criteria occurred as expected, with representative dissimilarity in particular correctly selecting samples in common with all other methods. As the samples containing an outlier group of rare taxa were also significantly unusual, they were also often chosen when maximizing dissimilarity. Neither these dissimilar selections nor the targeted selection of taxa overlapped samples selected for high diversity; this is attributed to the strongly increased abundance of a few clades reducing overall community diversity. Finally, supervised distinct and discriminative methods selected samples from the innermost (diverse and most similar) cluster and outermost (most different) taxon-specific ring, respectively, as expected (Supplementary Figures 3-4) .
Some selection criteria can result in strong sampling biases in microbial communities Although these results show that several reasonable biological criteria can be used to accurately select samples for follow-up, they do not indicate what biases in community composition might be induced by each method. To investigate this, we used 101 16S surveys of the posterior fornix from the HMP, comprising in total 294 genus-level phylotypes and 373 features at all taxonomic clade levels (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012a). Clades differentially represented between the selected samples and the total population were determined by LEfSe (Segata et al., 2011) for each selection criterion. Low (o4) versus high (X4) vaginal pH was used as a phenotype (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012b) for the two supervised methods (discriminative and distinct), and Prevotella was used as a targeted clade (Ravel et al., 2011) . Even in this relatively low-complexity community, each method resulted in strikingly different biases in the microbial communities selected for follow-up from the initial survey (Figure 2) .
Representative selection of samples produced the fewest biases, an important consideration for two-stage study designs in which an in-depth sample is intended to accurately reflect the larger microbial community population. In this example, a slight under-representation of Lactobacillales Figure 1 Demonstrations, accuracies and similarities of purposive sample selection methods for two-stage microbial community study design. (a) A representative synthetic microbial community comprising 48 samples with 224 taxa. Principle coordinates analysis using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity shows six samples selected by each of the four unsupervised criteria (see Supplementary Figure 1 for data set design, Supplementary Figure 5 for supervised criteria). Selections indicate correct example identifications of synthetic samples enriched for: maximum diversity (central, complex samples); targeted features (right, containing specific 'microbes'); dissimilar (outside central cluster); and representative (evenly throughout sample space). (b) Matrix of mis-selections (upper triangle) and cross-selections (lower triangle) across methods. Upper triangle shows the average number of correctly chosen samples for each method (out of 6 possible for unsupervised and 12 for supervised) in 10 such synthetic data sets each containing 5% randomly shuffled noise counts over all taxa (confusion matrix). The lower triangle indicates the overlap between selection methods, with the diagonal including samples not selected by any other method. Samples are counted more than once when chosen by more than one method, thus permitting column or row sums 46 or 12 for supervised methods (six samples per two labels). occurred because of the homogeneity of Lactobacillus dominant vaginal samples in the HMP population, which frequently comprises 490% of the community in these microbiomes. When only 18 samples are selected, ensuring a sufficient representation of samples containing other taxa results in a slight overall Lactobacillales depletion that is abrogated by increasing the number of communities selected for follow-up. When using other sample selection methods, the genus Lactobacillus and a diversity of taxa including Prevotella tend to be anticorrelated and associated with low and high vaginal pH, respectively (Ravel et al., 2011) . This results in the most diverse samples and those targeting Prevotella enriching for these clades relative to the Lactobacillus-dominated majority. Discriminative and distinct samples were in this easily visualized example too small in number to achieve significance, but introduced similar biases when more samples were chosen (Supplementary Figures 6-7) . Otherwise, selecting increasing numbers of samples for follow-up unsurprisingly reduced taxonomic biases relative to the initially surveyed population for all criteria; this was most rapidly seen for representatively selected communities.
Case-control and stratified study designs allow selection of microbial communities most discriminative or distinct within a phenotype Microbial community surveys often group populations into strata present in certain environmental conditions or host phenotypes. These supervised selection methods provide a way to integrate metadata or sample labels collected during a study's first stage and to use that stage's data to more specifically target its second stage. Such stratification has been used in case-control studies investigating conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease (Frank et al., 2007; Willing et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2012) , age and geographic origin (Yatsunenko et al., 2012) , or simply different body site habitats (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012b). Any of the unsupervised methods can be applied within multiple such strata. As an example, inflammatory bowel disease is an inflammatory disease of the bowel and colon with known associations with the gut microbiome and, most often, presenting as the subtypes Crohn's disease or ulcerative colitis. Rather than following up on the six most globally diverse communities in a case-control inflammatory bowel disease study, the study can be stratified by phenotype so that the two most diverse samples from (Segata et al., 2011) followed by false discovery rate correction to a q-value of o0.2.
healthy controls, Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis inflammatory bowel disease cases can be selected separately (Supplementary Figure 8) . This is particularly important when reproducible biomarkers of a phenotype are to be determined from metagenomic or metabolomic follow-up, since as indicated above only representative sampling within strata assures an unbiased and balanced experimental design. In addition, it is of increasing interest to determine microbial biomarkers explicitly predictive of groupings such as disease status (Knights et al., 2011) . For this application, we separately investigated the two explicitly supervised 'distinct' and 'discriminant' criteria (Figure 3 ).
Distinct and discriminant samples are respectively defined as those that most extremely differentiate and most subtly (but consistently) differentiate two or more groups of microbial communities. Although distinct samples may contain the most unique microbial populations for a phenotype, discriminant samples may contain communities with minimal differences crucial to one or another phenotypic state. To identify such samples, we measured the average Bray-Curtis distance of a labeled community from the centroid of all other samples. Distinct samples are thus calculated as the samples most distant from other groups of samples, and discriminative samples are closest. In the synthetic data set, we defined two groups or phenotypes corresponding to distinct spatial positioning after Bray-Curtis ordination. Owing to the synthetic data set's construction, the communities differing least between these two 'phenotypes' are the 16 highly diverse samples, which share in common many minimally varying taxa. Discriminant selection correctly identifies samples from among these that differ in only a few out of the many 'taxa' in these samples. Conversely, the most distinct samples are selected from the dissimilar and rare taxon synthetic samples, which differ widely in taxa, thus representing in the best case be the clearest causes of a true phenotype or in the worst be unusual outliers.
Sample size to achieve a characteristic subset of microbial communities varies by method In addition to enrichment of specific clades, maintenance of ecological parameters such as diversity or richness can be evaluated in study designs targeting a sampled subset of communities for follow-up. In particular, obtaining a collection of samples with representative community diversity is highly dependent on the selection method (Figure 4 ). Methods such as maximization of ecological diversity will tend to maximize richness and observe new taxa at a much greater rate than other techniques (for example, dissimilar or distinct samples). This will result in a subsample with an overall diversity comparable to that of the initial population in fewer samples, if this is of interest for follow-up. Targeting only Figure 3 Microbial communities selected using stratification within or supervised labeling of phenotypes. Marker gene surveys often group subsets of samples by phenotypes such as case-control (for example, disease/healthy). Here, 48 synthetic samples include two groups (arbitrarily 'one' and 'two') defined spatially left and right on the ordination. Any unsupervised community selection criteria can be applied within groups, for example, the three most ecologically diverse or most dissimilar samples within each group rather than the six most globally diverse. In addition, supervised selection can be used to identify samples most subtly (discriminant) or extremely (distinct) predictive of phenotype, here defined by distance to other phenotypes' centroids (see Materials and methods). Samples are plotted by principal coordinates ordination using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity; Supplementary Figure 9 plots each stratum separately. Discriminant selection correctly identifies samples that separate groups with minimal changes in community structure (central cluster). Distinct selection likewise correctly selects samples in the two groups with the greatest magnitude of overall community change (outermost rings).
specific taxa or clades conversely underestimates the diversity of the community outside of those clades. Representative sampling tracks the median rate of incorporation of diversity, again indicating the least bias relative to an accumulation curve from the initial, complete survey. Supervised selection was applied to classify between body sites based on (e) discriminative and (f) distinct communities. Box and ordination (Bray-Curtis) plots show the indicated criteria as measured only in shotgun data to validate that community characteristics targeted during survey sample selection are retained during second-stage follow-up.
MicroPITA selects communities that correctly retain characteristics among 16S and metagenomic samples from the HMP For two-stage follow-up investigations to be useful, samples selected using a purposive strategy in the first-stage survey should correspond to samples that continue to exhibit the desired characteristics in second-stage follow-up. The HMP included a large two-stage component, in which some 5100 16S surveys were followed-up with approximately 700 shotgun metagenomic samples (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012a) . This provided microPITA with a very large biological test set in which the characteristics targeted by each purposive sampling criterion (maximum ecological diversity, abundant taxa, and so on) could be confirmed in the samples selected for the second stage. We used the HMP's mothur (Schloss et al., 2009 ) 16S community profiling and MetaPhlAn shotgun metagenomic profiling to determine taxonomic abundances and diversity in paired samples spanning the gut, skin, posterior fornix, nasal, supragingival plaque, buccal mucosa and tongue body site habitats (see Materials and methods). For each selection method, we validated that community characteristic targeted while selecting from the survey remained near-optimal in paired second-stage metagenomic data.
For all methods, the intended criteria were preserved in the second-stage (metagenomic) samples selected only using first-stage (16S) data ( Figure 5 ). One validation of this behavior is to ensure that samples identified based on first-stage taxonomic profiling retain appropriate ecological or metadata-linked characteristics during a metagenomic second stage, in addition to preserving taxonomic composition as expected. Communities identified as most ecologically diverse using a 16S-based survey remained so when re-analyzed by metagenomic species identification (Figure 5a) , and taxa or clades of interest abundant based on 16S identification remained so during follow-up (Figure 5b ). More importantly, supragingival plague and buccal mucosa microbial communities chosen to be representative (Figure 5c ) or to capture greatest dissimilarity (Figure 5d ) remained representative or extreme in metagenomic data. This permits features such as metabolic potential to be explored accurately during follow-up using functional profiling analysis methods (Abubucker et al., 2012) . Samples were grouped by body site habitats for supervised selection, here buccal mucosa and the supragingival plaque (Figures 5e and f) , demonstrating that the ecological similarities of these habitats in 16S data remained consistently close to those measured in metagenomic profiling. Taxon or clade selection (Figure 5b ) is of particular interest in these examples, as identifying communities enriched for a clade can be performed either by abundance (retaining communities in which the taxon is of greatest relative abundance) or by rank (retaining communities in which it represents the greatest plurality, regardless of abundance). Both of these techniques are implemented in microPITA and validated in these data (Supplementary Figure 10) . Thus in this large human microbiome test set, microbial communities selected from 16S marker gene surveys using microPITA retain their intended characteristics when subsequently assessed using in-depth shotgun metagenomic sequencing.
Discussion
Microbial community studies, both of the human microbiome and of environmental habitats, are increasingly turning to larger sample sizes surveyed using shallow sequencing of the 16S taxonomic marker gene (Kuczynski et al., 2012) . Such surveys must be followed-up by in-depth second-stage profiling using metagenomic, metatranscriptomic, or other functional assays in order to characterize the biomolecular or microbiological mechanisms of changes in community structure. As these assays are typically an order of magnitude more expensive and lower throughput than marker gene surveys, we have developed and validated methods focused on selecting communities exhibiting six different characteristics for use in follow-up. Not only did these methods perform as expected in synthetic microbial communities, but properties such as ecological diversity or the prevalence of specific targeted taxa when selected in HMP 16S samples were consistently validated in paired metagenomic follow-up assays.
The differences in cost offered by two-stage study design of microbial communities are striking. Although costs associated with high-throughput sequencing are in constant flux, approximate representative amounts might be $50 per sample for 16S profiling and $1000 for shotgun metagenomic sequencing. Metabolomic and metatranscriptomic costs increase further. A fixed budget that allowed only 100 samples to be profiled metagenomically would, for the same cost, accommodate some 1000 surveys in a first stage of 16S profiling followed by only a minor reduction to 50 metagenomically sequenced samples. This small reduction in turn provides the benefits of a full population survey in the first stage and guaranteed targeting of samples or particular interest in the second stage. One could of course allocate resources unequally among the first and second stages depending on the needs of the study. If this example represents a case-control study, a two-stage design increases the sample size for identifying statistically significant wholecommunity perturbations by 10-fold, while only reducing the size for subsequent metagenomic mechanistic characterization by 2-fold. Given the consistently high variability of host-associated microbial communities across populations (The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012b), this will in almost all cases represent a favorable tradeoff for power and reproducibility.
